“I Never Had a Choice:
My Lifelong Struggle
With Polio”
By Cathy Casares Reynolds

I

n 1921 on Campobello Island, Franklin D. Roosevelt began his legacy, not as the 32nd president of the United States nor as the man who would lead the Allied nations to victory over
Nazi Germany, but as the most famous survivor of polio.

While on vacation at his family’s home in New Brunswick, Canada, FDR’s legs became progressively weaker, and by the third day, they could no longer support his weight. After several
misdiagnoses, he eventually discovered he had contracted infantile paralysis, i.e., polio. As
the name suggests, the disease typically presents during infancy, and most children develop
immunity before they turn 5; however, for those who are afflicted, polio can cause lifelong
paralysis or death.1
Long before COVID-19, polio was the most feared disease in the world. In 1952 alone, before a
polio vaccine was available, almost 60,000 American children were infected, thousands were
paralyzed, and more than 3,000 perished.2 Three years later, the United States began widespread inoculation for polio, and by 1979, it had been eradicated across the country.
Since then, the vaccine has been so effective, some have begun to question its necessity. Few
people today know someone personally who has been stricken with this horrific disease. No
longer is polio what took the life of a loved one or left a neighbor unable to walk. Polio is now a
theoretical concept, and the hundreds of thousands of lives taken or disabled have been distilled
to “why FDR was in a wheelchair.”

I had polio. We need the vaccine.
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Bulbar
Polio
Much of what I know about contracting the virus is what I was told
by my mother, as I was only 2 years old at the time. In 1954, my
parents noticed I was stumbling occasionally, had difficulty going
up steps, and was dragging my right leg. We were on an Air Force
base in Alaska when I developed a dangerously high fever (>105 degrees Fahrenheit) and was taken to the base hospital, where I was
diagnosed with poliomyelitis. The high fever lasted several days,
and there was concern if it persisted much longer I would have
brain damage. Thankfully, the fever broke. I was flown to Valley
Forge General Hospital, a former Army hospital, to continue my
treatment. Once discharged home, I vaguely remember my mother
doing therapy exercises with me in a highchair, swinging my leg
with a weight attached to it, and needing a leg brace. Around this
time, the government began administering the new polio vaccine,
but I did not receive it since I had just contracted the virus. Once
considered “recovered,” from about 3 years old until I was 8 I did
not need to wear braces, but I dragged my right leg when walking
and my right foot rotated outward. In 1961, polio vaccines were administered in schools as part of a broad prevention campaign, but
again I did not receive one, because the doctors my mother spoke
to were worried my case was recent enough to reactivate the virus.
At 8 years old, on Langley Air Force base in Hampton, Virginia, I
had an operation called a Jones procedure to address my dragging
foot. A tendon from my right big toe was transplanted to my right
instep, and all my toes on my right foot were fused to restore minimal heel-to-toe movement for walking.
In my teens and adulthood, I learned to live with general discomfort in mainly the right leg, but as I aged, the pain became
more severe. My right knee began to bow in, as did my ankle,
affecting my gait. I worked as a nurse at a nursing home, and I
used to cry after my shifts walking back to my car from the pain
of being on my feet.
I saw several orthopedic doctors for answers about the change, but
it was an orthopedic resident in an emergency room one night who
suggested I go and see Dr. Mary Ann Keenan, an orthopedic surgeon in Philadelphia and a leading expert in this area. Dr. Keenan
knew immediately what was happening, and it was then I learned
about post-polio syndrome (PPS), a condition that presents as muscle weakness and pain 40 to 50 years post-onset of disease. It can be
difficult to diagnose PPS since the symptoms mimic changes that
often come with aging.
▲▲ After recovering from acute polio illness circa 1954, Cathy Reynolds' right leg
showed signs of muscle damage and weakness.
▲ Since being diagnosed with post-polio syndrome in adulthood, Cathy has needed
to wear bilateral, below-the-knee braces on both legs.
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When I was a child and they felt I had “recovered,” I was told I did
not need to wear leg braces anymore. Dr. Keenan explained that
we now know those damaged muscles should be supported longterm with braces or other devices, because years of overusing

Bulbar polio refers to infection of the bulbar region of the brain, consisting of the cerebellum,
medulla, and pons.4,5 This area is responsible for many key processes necessary for life, such as
respiratory function, chewing, and swallowing.4
Iron lungs were used to assist polio patients with breathing. During the height of polio epidemics,
it was not unusual for hospital wards to be filled with these machines.6

▲ Cathy, about 3 years old, using a wheelchair with a brace on her right leg

▲ “Natural changes with aging, combined with the effect of polio as a child, bring new
challenges, but the more I learn about my condition, the better I can care for myself.”

other muscles to compensate for the ones damaged by polio will
cause them to give out. So, in middle age, I had another surgery:
right triple arthrodesis (right ankle fusing) and iliotibial band
lengthening to put my knee back in alignment. Another surgery,
another long, painful recovery, and another leg brace. But this
time it went up to my thigh, and I had to wear it for so long, it
became a member of the family—“Alice.” Six months later Alice
and I parted ways, and I transitioned to a below-the-knee brace
on my right leg. Unfortunately, the muscles on my right leg were
still weak and my left leg continued to have to overcompensate.
Eventually, the left leg muscles began to give out too, and I since
have had two wear braces on both legs.

Before the pandemic, the vaccination rate for polio was only
92%,3 and for months the news has been flooded with stories
about the decline in vaccine rates for parents afraid to visit the
pediatrician. But don’t let the fear of one disease keep you from
preventing another. Everyone just wants to protect their kids,
but there was no polio vaccine when I was a child. I wish my
parents had the choice to protect me.

Today, I live with chronic discomfort and am unsteady on
my feet, so falling is a concern. I have general weakness and
learned that muscle pain is your body saying you are doing
too much; you need to rest. If I have an active day, the next
day I really need to take it easy. I have to listen to my body.
I need to conserve what muscle I do have, because I will
never be able to rebuild what was damaged. I was lucky to
not have bulbar polio, which affected the breathing muscles of victims who wound up in iron lung machines. I
have lived with the effects of this disease through nearly
every stage of my life. It is all I have known, but others
can escape my fate and not suffer like I have.

“
Everyone just wants to protect
their kids, but there was no
polio vaccine when I was a
child. I wish my parents had
the choice to protect me.
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“Once you’ve spent two years
trying to wiggle one toe,
everything is in proportion.”
—Franklin D. Roosevelt7

Photo courtesy of the Franklin D. Roosevelt Library archives
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